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Abstract A computational composite is a material in
which computations contribute to the properties of the
material through their capability to control transitions
between states in the other components of the composite.
By letting the computer out of the box and into composite
materials, we gain a new class of design materials, which
hold aesthetic expressions we have not yet encountered.
But, this class needs to be explored and engage other
disciplines within the chain of materials and design. It
needs to be a collaborative effort. The work delineated
here suggest one approach to achieve such engagement
by exploring the use of computations in changing the expression of known materials and in dominating otherwise,
indomitable matters for material use. The openness of
the experiments is meant to trigger the fantasy of the
observer and thereby leave it up to designers, architects,
material scientists, and others to imagine the potential
of such materials in yet unknown contexts.
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1 Introduction
In the call for paper the organizers talk about transitive
materials to denote materials in which the boundary can
be blurred between structures that allow input/output,
computations, and interactivity [1]. While I am equally
inspired by the material approach to computer-embedded
environments, I choose to leave the interactive and useroriented aspects for a while. Instead, I am experimenting
with the aesthetic potential of materials containing computations. Materials that I refer to as computational
composites [2].
A computational composite is a composite material
with computational abilities. A computer in itself is useless it needs to be combined with something else for
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the computations to be defined and come to expression–
traditionally called input and output. This something
else could be an indistinct collection of materials directly
assembled in a product, or it could be a distinct set of
materials, composed in carefully designed composite for
others to use in their designs. It is the latter case, which
I will address here.
Some basic characteristics of computational composites worth mentioning is the computers ability to control
something outside the computer it self through changes
in levels of voltage. The new material property that the
computer brings to the spectrum of material properties
is thus, its ability to control transitions between two or
more states in the other material components. These
controls can either be straight forward clockwork-like or
more sophisticated capable of various degrees of decision
making. They comprise an algorithm, and a data set both
designed especially for each composite. The algorithm
and data-set are either determined once and for all at
the beginning of the composite’s life or they (most often
just the dataset) are altered dynamic for instance based
on collections of sensory information. (For more details
see [2])
The border between a material and a thing or a machine is blurred even before we start with computational
composites. It largely depends on the point of view. Selfcleaning clay tiles [3], for instance, has machine-like behavior though not mechanical but chemical. The most
important characteristic is that a material can be made
into something and that there can be more or less of it.
One reason for choosing to focus on the aesthetic
potentials of computational composites is a wish to aim
beyond the familiar way of perceiving computers in design–
as information processors. Through an aesthetic perspective, I hope to contribute to a design space in which computers’ physical and temporal potentials are exploited.
My approach is inspired by Hallnäs and Redström’s leitmotif ”function resides in the expression of things” as
opposed to the more utopian functionalist: ”form follows
function” [4]. Another inspiration is Dunne’s notion of
para-functionality in which the designed objects ”through

their marginalization, [can] make visible the barriers limiting poetic experience in everyday life” ([5] p. 67). In
my work I aim at providing conceptual designs, meaning
designs that build on carefully designed concepts, which
we can partially relate to but still are skewed from what
we are used to. The designs in themselves will not be
useful in any practical sense, but hopefully achieve some
sense of transformation in their observers consciousness
of their environment [5].
Another reason for focusing directly at the material,
instead of its practical applications, is that the complexities embedded in engineered materials most often demand
several areas of expertise and a division of labor [6]. It
is neither the chemist nor the material scientist who designs the products. Neither is the design of new materials
always associated with a specific application. They also
emerge from exploring new technological possibilities and
aesthetic expressions. By giving the material itself some
space for design, we might in time archive completely
new expressions capable of inspiring new functions [4]
as well as well as a language [7] which designers and architects can use to understand and influence any further
development of such materials.
Despite these choices, I wont claim that one method of
developing the computer as a material is better than the
other I highly applaud a variety of approaches since each
of them contribute with different aspects. I do, however,
sense that for this to succeed as a method of propagating still more technology into our environment we are in
desperate need of a more poetic and aesthetically challenging expressions of the technology and even use this
as a driving force to discover new functionality.
There are several projects like Chronos Chromos Concrete [8], Parcel [9], and Wind 3.0 [10] which I would
characterize as computational composites. Though not
all of them are made from a similar programmatic view,
they can easily be interpreted into an investigation of the
aesthetic potential of computational composites.

Fig. 1 This is an early mock-up of Living Wood

of engineering and in the sense of computers. The idea is
to explore how the computations can expand our understanding of such a materials capability.
In this experiment, we choose to work with wood.
Wood has an old and a varied cultural heritage. It used
to be living and comprises a complex cellular structure,
which resembles a collection of tiny drinking straws held
together by chemical bonds[6]. It grows by applying a
new layer of ’drinking straws’ right under the bark every
year as long as it is growing [6]. Wood is strong compared
to its weight, it is flexible yet hard; it is durable, and
sustainable. Wood changes appearance and strength over
time but that is usually resulting from environmental
conditions and wear and tear.
We want to challenge the way wood behave over time
and how it is affected by environmental conditions. While
2 Experiments
wood is affected by humidity, temperature, light, and
to some extend wind its relation to sound is subtle and
In two experiments, both of which are still work-in- barely visible. And while wood can shrink and expand;
progress, and much in the beginning of that, the artist grow week or rot; bend or break, as well as change color
Henrik Menné and I set out to explore computational it cannot move in controlled patterns.
composites for us to gain a better and more nuanced
Living Wood will be a panel of ten boards made out
understanding of what this material entail. As described of soft plywood. Each board is in both ends appended to
the focus is on the expressive value of computational a motor, which is controlled by a microprocessor. The micomposites and our approach to the design process bare croprocessor contains an algorithm, which runs a dataset
some resemblance with the ones suggested by [11] and of dynamic collected sound measures from the vicinity of
[12].
the boards. When a certain level of sound is registered
in the microcontroller the boards starts to emulate the
sound waves. The result is a wall of a material emulating
2.1 Experiment One: Living Wood
invisible patterns in space, similar to an acoustic guitar but instead of amplifying the sound it translates the
Design problem: Challenge a traditional material–a mate- waves into the wood. Imagine a wooden panel in a concert
rial seldom associated with technology both in the sense hall made out of living wood.

Materials are open for others to use; an engineered
material is in a sense only half-done. In out work we find
it paramount that the results of our material designs are
open-ended enabling observers to reflect upon the material and its potential beyond what these few examples
show. Exploring and presenting the potential of expression is a way to engage more disciplines in developing
a sense of what is possible with computations. Through
that they can form visions and language with which to
extend our present understanding of it.
The role for computational composites is therefore,
Fig. 2 Fans to create a composite material capable of con- to act as the object and concept around which engineers,
trolling wind
computer scientists, designers, and architects can collaborate and jointly explore the possibilities of embedding
computers into our environments. The aesthetic and po2.2 Experiment Two: Moldable Wind
etic approach is about finding a way to do this without
the inclination to just make new forms of large displays
Design problem: Take a non-material element and give it
and thus in a way keep the computer confined within the
material qualities through the controls provided by the
gray box with its screen and keyboard.
computations. With this experiment, we want to explore
the computer as the component defining or creating the
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